
live a little
travel for 
practically nothing

Carnival cruises are so cheap you need fewer excuses to reward yourself. 



Taxi topper
Magazine print advertisement 



Elevator door wrap

Sidewalk decal



Airport security bin decal

Parking space takeover 



US Weekly homepage takeover 



Friday’s is the perfect place for a post-work happy hour. “The Happiest Hour is After Work” pushes the Friday’s 
brand beyond it’s flair-laden past to become the destination—both online and offline—for younger office workers. 



Microsite front page



TFGIFridays Twitter feed. Allows users to anonymously post work stories/frustrations. 
The best tweets are posted and rewarded with electronic coupons for restaurant use.

  

  Anonymous video confessionals allow the user to freely vent workplace frustrations. 



User enters email or mobile phone 
number to receive electronic coupon 

for food and drink specials.

User enters zip code or city 
to locate the nearest Friday’s.

User selects from a library  
of comedy video clips.

User customizable Pandora 
radio station featuring happy 
hour music 



Using the geolocational capabilities of foursquare, the user is able to invite friends that are near a 
Friday’s. The more people that accompany the sender, the better discounts they receive. 



Page takeover that interacts with workplace relevant site-created content.

Screens behind the bar at select Friday’s locations, display current content from 
the microsite—bridging the online and in-restaurant customer experience.



Interactive banner that uses geolocational IP data to discover from where the user is originating.

Billboard near suburban office park.



With Dryel, shoppers no longer need to fear the “Dry Clean Only” label.



Sponsored fashion spread—set within a fashion editorial piece —calls  
out price of garments, cost of dry cleaning, and cost to Dryel.



Sample Dryel cleaning bags are given away as shopping bags at partner retailers. Store windows at participating retailers compare the cost of 
dry cleaning the featured garments to the cost of Dryel.

Dressing room mirror decal in participating stores.



Purchased rollover ad space, when a user rolls over a garment the cost to 
dry clean and the cost to Dryel would appear.



Dryel will total the cost of dry cleaning for the contents of the online shopping cart and calculate the savings.

Ad space at the bottom of receipts from participating 
stores encourages shoppers to use Dryel.



scan price $82.00

number of times/wear 10
cost of Dryel $13.00

cost of dry cleaning $19.00
time year

$272.00
cost w/dry cleaning

$107.00
cost w/dryel

iPhone Shopping app that allows users to scan product barcodes in 
order to calculate sale prices, the cost to dry clean versus the cost to 

Dryel, share sales via social networking, and to catalog their closet.



Saying bye-bye to bounce allows women to no longer have excuses not to work out. 
Title9 gives women freedom by taking away what gets in the way of their workout.



Title 9 takes over vending machines and removes the unhealthy snacks.



enjoy this epoisde of Greys Anatomy commercial free
and use the extra time to work out

Title 9 creates work-out time by sponsoring online videos and presenting them commercial free. 



WORK OUT

WORK OUT

WORK OUT

WORK OUT

Title 9 iCal add-on that automatically schedules and 
reschedules your work out where time is available.



Title 9 bye bye intimidation iPhone App allows users to select video work out 
tutorials so they are never skip utilizing the equipment at the gym.



usab le  space is  ever y where

The experts at The Container Store provide the tools for customers to get the most out of their spaces.



Three-dimensional oversized installation of over-the-door shoe organizers on the back of a billboard.

Three-dimensional oversized installation of closet hooks on a fire escape.



Decals placed the in overhead bins of planes.

Print advert that uses the wasted space of the gutter as a closet rod.
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New York Times interactive article tools that take advantage of the unused margins. The tools allow the 
user to save an article, make notations, send the article to their dashboard widget, and tag the article.

us ab le  sp ace i s  eve r y w here us ab le  sp ace i s  eve r y w here



Semi-transparent wrap of the underside of a drawbridge.

Dashboard widget that helps users to reduce desktop clutter  
by providing a variety of storage containers for differing uses.


